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There is currently great interest in the controlled synthesis of
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with unique structures.[1–3] Much of
this attraction lies in the fact that the functionality of CNTs
can be significantly tailored by control of their composition,
diameter, and number of walls. CNTs are known to act as
either metals or semiconductors, depending on their diame-
ters and chiralities,[4,5] for example; therefore, precise control
of their nanostructures is essential for various applications,
such as field-emitter tips in displays,[6] transistors,[7] intercon-
nection and memory elements in integrated circuits,[8] scan
tips for atomic force microscopy,[9] and energy-storage
media.[10]

One conventional method for growing vertically aligned
CNTs involves the use of chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
In this case, CNTs can be grown selectively on catalytic sites
and their properties depend to a large extent on the nano-
structure of the catalyst, particularly the particle size,
interparticle distance, and composition.[11, 12] It is therefore
necessary to develop improved catalysts using highly innova-
tive methods in order to obtain desired CNT functionalities.
Traditional methods for designing and preparing catalyst
particles to control the properties of CNTs include a metal
film sputtering method,[13, 14] an organic silica mesoporous
template method,[15] a nanoparticle method,[16–18] and a self-
assembled block copolymer template method.[19–22] These
methods, however, only focus on controlling the diameter or
interparticle distance of CNTs by controlling the size or
interparticle distance of the catalyst particles. While it has
been reported that controlling the number of walls in CNTs is
possible by adjusting the catalyst size, some limitations
remain with respect to controlling the diameter and number
of walls simultaneously. This suggests that CNT nanostruc-
tures with required diameters and interlayer walls cannot be
adequately controlled with current methods, and that a new
innovative technique for controlling the diameter and the
number of CNT walls simultaneously is required.

Herein we report a facile way of controlling the number of
CNT walls and their diameters simultaneously by using
exposed-core/shell (ECS) catalysts composed of catalytically
active iron in the shell layer and inactive iron nitride in the
exposed core area. As these ECS catalysts were prepared
using an Fe-loaded diblock copolymer micelle to pattern the
nanoparticles in a controllable manner,[23] this approach
provides a total solution for controlling the CNT alignment
and pattern as well as its nanostructure simultaneously.

The synthetic process is illustrated in Scheme 1. Thus,
after synthesizing the diblock copolymer micelle solution, Fe
precursors were loaded into the micelle core. This Fe-loaded
micelle solution was then coated onto a Si/SiO2 substrate in a
spin-coater to give a hexagonally arrayed pattern of
micelles.[23] Subsequent low-temperature plasma treatment
resulted in the formation of metal particles upon reduction of
the metal precursors in the micelle core and removal of the
micelle polymers. The resulting Fe nanoparticles patterned on
a substrate were placed in a nitrogen plasma to precipitate the
iron nitride inside each particle at high temperature. After
this precipitation step, a chemical etching process was
followed to remove the outer part of the iron shell and
expose the iron nitride core. The resulting ECS catalysts,
which are composed of an exposed core area (catalytically
inactive) and a shell layer (catalytically active), were found to
be arranged on the substrate with a constant size and
interparticle distance.

Scheme 1. The exposed-core/shell (ECS) catalyst used to simultane-
ously control the number of walls and diameter of CNTs. Fe-loaded
micelles are coated onto the substrate with a spin coater, which gives
rise to a hexagonal arrangement of metal precursors. The Fe-loaded
micelles are then treated with plasma to form patterned Fe nano-
particles at relatively low temperature. The ECS catalysts are synthe-
sized by plasma treatment at high temperature and chemical etching
of the patterned substrate in order to precipitate the iron nitride in the
Fe particles and to expose the iron nitride core, respectively. Two kinds
of CNTs are grown in the MPECVD using both pure pristine Fe
catalysts and ECS catalysts and compared to determine the effects of
ECS particles.
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Two different kinds of CNTs were grown by this micro-
wave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(MPECVD) method using both pure, pristine Fe catalysts
and ECS catalysts and compared in order to study the effect
of the ECS catalysts on CNT structure. It was found that the
ECS catalysts can selectively control the number of CNTwalls
without affecting any of the CNTs� other characteristics, such
as their diameters, lengths, or alignments. Since the overall
process is composed of consecutive processes including
application of nanotemplate micelles, catalyst deposition by
spin coating, catalyst treatment in a nitrogen plasma, and
CNT growth by MPECVD, this novel approach should be
readily scalable to macroscopic scales and should be suitable
for controlling the number of walls in a large quantity of
CNTs.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of pristine and ECS catalysts are shown in the left and
right panels of Figure 1, respectively. The pristine catalyst
nanoparticles formed on the substrate have a uniform size (ca.
15 nm) and distribution (Figure 1a). This is because the size
of the catalyst particles is defined by the core size of the
micelle and the metal precursor concentration, whereas their
lateral distribution over large areas is controlled by the whole
size of the micelles. The pristine catalyst particles are also
presented as 3D topographical (Figure 1c) and phase images
(Figure 1e), obtained by AFM in the tapping mode, which
show that their shape is clearly hemispherical and their
constitution uniform. Although some contrast differences can
be seen around all the particles in the AFM phase image,
these are due to a topographical effect induced by abrupt
changes in their height rather than by a phase difference.

The pristine catalysts were compared directly with the
ECS catalysts in terms of shape, size, and local compositional
differences. In the case of ECS particles, there is an obvious
difference in the contrast between the exposed core region
and the shell region in a particle (Figure 1b), due to the
formation of iron nitride at the center of the particle. They are
essentially the same size as the pristine particles, however,
despite suffering from surface smoothening during the
chemical etching process. The topographical AFM image of
ECS catalyst particles (Figure 1d) shows that the particles
retain a hemispherical morphology, which indicates that the
difference between pristine and ECS particles is not induced
by morphological changes. The contrast difference due to the
exposed core of the ECS particles in the AFM phase image
(Figure 1 f) indicates that there is some phase or constitu-
tional change induced by iron nitride precipitation in the
exposed core region; the shell region remains the same. The
high resolution TEM (HRTEM) images (Figure 1g,h) con-
firm the presence of an exposed iron nitride core in the ECS
particle. The (111) spacings for the upper area of the pristine
and ECS catalyst particles obtained from the two cross-
sectional HRTEM images along the [110]Si zone axis are 0.208
and 0.210 nm, respectively. These values match those
obtained from the crystallographic data in the ICSD (Inor-
ganic Crystal Structure Database) exactly. The lattice param-
eter differences were further confirmed by fast Fourier
transformation (FFT; insets in Figure 1g,h). The red and

blue circles in the FFT images represent the (111) planes of
iron and iron nitride, respectively.

Formation of the iron nitride core of the ECS nano-
particles is induced by nitrogen plasma treatment. This occurs
similar to a well-understood thermochemical engineering
process by which nitrogen is introduced into the region of
ferritic iron-based (steel) workpieces at high temperature. It
has been widely reported that iron nitride can be precipitated
near the surface of iron by holding it in a nitrogen plasma; this
process is known as plasma nitriding.[24–26] As the structure
and formation mechanism of the ECS nanoparticles was clear

Figure 1. High-magnification SEM image of a) patterned iron catalyst
nanoparticles without any further treatment and b) exposed-core/shell
structured (ECS) catalysts after nitrogen plasma treatment and chem-
ical etching. The average size of both catalysts is about 15 nm. c,d) 3D
topographical AFM images (tapping mode) of pristine and ECS
catalysts, respectively. e,f) 3D phase AFM images of pristine and ECS
catalysts, respectively. The constitution of the catalyst is changed by
plasma nitriding treatment without morphological change in the ECS
catalyst. g,h) HRTEM and FFT images (inset) of pristine and ECS
catalysts, respectively, which show the presence of iron nitride at the
upper part of an ECS catalyst particle by means of the lattice
parameter and contrast difference.
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from the images in Figure 1, it appeared worthwhile to study
how they affect the structure of CNTs.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of CNTs and their catalysts
in terms of diameter and structure. This comparison clearly
shows that the ECS catalyst affects the number of walls of the
CNTs without any other effects. It is well known that the
diameter of CNTs grown by CVD methods is closely related
to the sizes of the catalyst, therefore the diameters of CNTs
(Figure 2a,c) grown from both pristine and ECS catalysts are
similar to each other (7.7 and 7.0 nm, respectively) and almost
half the size of the catalyst particles (ca. 15 nm). The number
of walls in the CNTs is reduced from six or seven for those
synthesized with the pristine catalyst to two or three for those
synthesized with the ECS catalyst; all are highly uniform
(Figure 2a,c). The inner diameter of the CNTs grown from
the ECS catalyst (5.05 nm) corresponds almost exactly to the
size of the iron nitride core of the ECS catalyst (5.0 nm),
which does not catalyze CNT growth. While the diameter of
the CNT is determined by the size of the catalyst, the
catalytically inactive iron nitride core at the center of the
catalyst determines the number of walls in the CNTs by
restricting the growth of the CNT�s inner walls. The growth
process of the CNTs proceeds according to the following
sequence of steps: 1) a hydrocarbon such as methane
adsorbed onto the catalytic particle�s surface releases
carbon upon decomposition, which dissolves and diffuses
into the particle; 2) when a supersaturated state is reached,
carbon precipitates in a crystalline tubular form.[27] In the case
of ECS catalyst particles, the iron nitride core cannot catalyze
the precipitation step required for CNT growth, therefore the

exposed cores of the catalyst parti-
cles control the number of CNT
walls with constant diameter. The
left side of Figure 2b, d shows plain-
view SEM images after removal of
some CNTs grown from the sub-
strate; the images show remaining
catalysts. These images indicate that
the CNTs are formed by bottom-up
growth and that the ECS catalysts
retain their structures during CNT
synthesis by MPECVD. The images
on the right side of Figure 2b,d show
cross sections of the CNTs grown on
the substrate. In both cases, the
CNTs grow vertically and their
lengths are about 48 mm. This con-
firms that an ECS catalyst particle
has catalytic activity and that the
CNT growth mechanism is similar to
that with the pristine catalyst. The
number of walls is therefore exclu-
sively controlled by the ECS parti-
cles during the growth process while
the diameters and lengths of the
CNTs remain constant, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 3 summarizes the statisti-
cal analysis for the diameters and

number of CNT walls, which were obtained for 70 CNTs from
a wide selection of TEM images (see the Supporting
Information). Figure 3a shows that the diameter distributions
(ca. 7.5 nm) for CNTs obtained from both the pristine and
ECS catalysts are almost identical. This is because the
diameter of the CNTs is controlled by the catalyst size,
which is identical in both cases. The distribution of the
number of CNT walls is shown in Figure 3b (see also
Figure 2), where it can be seen that the number of CNT
walls is generally two or three for CNTs formed from an ECS
catalyst but six or seven for those formed from a pristine
catalyst.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a facile method for
controlling the number of walls of CNTs without altering any
other characteristics that involves the synthesis of ECS
catalyst nanoparticles. We have synthesized ECS catalysts
composed of an exposed iron nitride core and an iron shell
and have demonstrated the effect of these ECS catalysts on
the number of walls in the resulting CNTs by comparing
CNTs grown from ECS and pristine Fe catalysts. The main
factor that controls the number of walls in the CNTs is a
combination of the confined size of the catalyst and the
catalytically inactive iron nitride core. Thus, while the
confined size of the catalysts controls the diameter of the
CNTs, the number of their inner walls is controlled by the
catalytically inactive iron nitride at the exposed core of the
catalysts. A precise control over the arrangement and pattern
of CNTs, as well as the diameter and number of walls, is
expected to be feasible using this approach by modifying the
composition of the diblock-copolymer micelles. This

Figure 2. Image showing the catalyst size (SEM) and structure (AFM), along with the diameter and
number of walls in the CNTs, for a) pristine and c) ECS catalysts. The formation of a catalytically
inactive iron nitride core at the center of the catalyst alters the number of walls in the CNTs
independently of their diameter (7–8 nm). b,d) SEM images of CNTs grown vertically from pristine
(b) and ECS (d) catalysts in plain (left) and cross-sectional view (right). The length of the CNTs
formed from both catalysts is about 48 mm, therefore only the number of walls is exclusively
controlled by the ECS catalyst.
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approach may therefore be useful for designing new nano-
scale catalysts and the catalytic growth of other nanomate-
rials, which could open up the fascinating possibility of device
integration and hydrogen storage for various nanomaterials.

Experimental Section
The asymmetric diblock copolymer polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinyl-
pyridine) (PS-P4VP) was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. The
number average molecular weights of PS and PVP were 47600 and
20600 gmol�1, respectively. The polydispersity index was 1.14. Nitric
acid and iron chloride were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co.
The microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(MPECVD) system was purchased from Woosin Cryovac Ltd.

For a free-standing monolayer film of diblock copolymer
micelles, micellar solutions were prepared by dissolving monodis-
perse PS-P4VP in toluene to yield a 0.5 wt% solution. Ferric chloride
(FeCl3), which was employed as a precursor of the iron nanoparticles,
was added to this 0.5 wt % toluene solution of PS-PVP micelles
(FeCl3/vinylpyridine molar ratio: 0.5) and stirred for at least 24 h. A
monolayer film of the resulting hexagonal micelles was coated in a
spin coater at 2000 rpm followed by nitrogen plasma treatment
(800 W, ca. 14 Torr) at 100 8C for 90 s to fabricate an array of iron
oxide nanoparticles on the SiO2/Si substrate. The substrate was then
treated with nitrogen plasma again (800 W, ca. 14 Torr) at 800 8C for
60 s to precipitate iron nitride in the iron oxide particle. The substrate
was then submerged in 30 mL of a solution of nitric acid and ethanol
(1:3 v/v) for 2.5 h.

The CNTs were synthesized by microwave plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (MPECVD). The substrate was first
evacuated and heated to 700 8C. The chamber was then charged with
12 Torr H2, and H2 plasma treatment of the substrate to reduce the
iron oxide was conducted for 3 min. The CNTs were then prepared by
catalytic decomposition of CH4 as carbon source gas in the MPECVD
apparatus in a 21-Torr mixture of H2 and CH4 for 10 min. The growth
rate of the CNTs was approximately 4.8 mmmin�1.
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Figure 3. a) Statistical size distribution of CNTs obtained from pristine
Fe and ECS catalysts. The diameter distribution of the CNTs is almost
the same due to the identical size of the catalysts in both cases.
b) Statistical wall distribution of CNTs obtained from pristine Fe and
ECS catalysts. The number of walls in the CNTs varies upon catalyst
modification due to the formation of a catalytically inactive iron nitride
core at the center of the Fe catalysts.
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